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Editorial
Another two months another Issue of the 9th Scroll. I
feel like I usually start things off by saying how much
has changed in two months. This month is certainly
no different. Since the last issue dropped, we have
had a new book in the form of the Daemon Legions
Cultists Auxiliary book and the “main” rules and
balance update to 2.1! Not only this but Orclympics
are close to release as well. This supplement will not
only be a fun side game to play over a drink (or three)
but will give some flesh to the bones of the Orcs and
Goblins background (which in my opinion is really
fascinating).

winner of the tournament was decided by who wore
a costume for the Halloween social event (2TPS
available). I think it proves that soft scores and
scenarios can make a difference to an event in a
positive way.
The 9th Age executive board was also present at the
Spiel gaming convention, along with Veil of Ages. They
showed the 9th Age to a lot of people! We hope that
being present at these events alongside the “big
names” in tabletop gaming continues to cement the
9th Age as a staple massed fantasy battle game.
Moving forwards, I am putting the scroll together
without my usual team of minions. I hope that the
quality of the magazine does not suffer by their
absence and that the layout and aesthetic of my first
issue can be forgiven until I get better at producing it.
Feedback on the new layout is much appreciated! HPM

I recently ran a hobby tournament in Copenhagen;
Nørdcon which was pretty successful. The winner of
the tournament (by battle points) actually came in
third position due to soft score. These included
painting, sports and a background quiz. If you want to
see the tournament pack, you can find it on the forum
under the tournaments section. Similarly, I was at a
tournament in Limerick this past weekend where the
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Infernal Dwarves: Freedom and Slavery
Article by ID Task Team
Welcome Overlords, Prophets, one and all! Here we will be diving into more updates of the Infernal Dwarf Legendary
Army Book.

Urgrash hated the mines. Dark, hot, full of choking black dust. Every day, another lash. Every lash,
another stinging reminder that his brood had lost—and lost badly—over and over. First as
free Orcs, and again rising up in revolt. Worst of all were the voices. No one else could hear them,
but the voices were there. Complaints of humans and other peaceborn in a dozen languages, the
angry shouts of his brood, even the bored ramblings of the overseers, all flooded through his mind,
again and again, like a stampeding herd.
Today, however, new whispers approached. A dwarf with skin the colour of the coal they mined
was looking for Urgrash. He wanted to make a deal. Urgrash stood at his fullest height as the dwarf
approached. "I hear you're the leader of these captive warriors" the dark dwarf enquired, more
respectfully than Urgrash had ever been spoken to by a dwarf. "What's it to you?" grunted Urgrash,
picking through voices to find the one that spoke of the secret heart of the one before him. All that
came to him, however, was the repeated word "...deal..."
"Cooperate, and you'll get out of the mines. All of you. There's a buyer who wants some baggage
carriers for their supply train. I'd prefer that she purchase the fiercest warriors the mines have to
offer, rather than those who've had the fight beaten out of them. If they then happened to find
proper weapons, well... If you and your brood ever want to be free again, pretend you're broken
until she takes you from this place.
Urgrash looked suspiciously at the dwarf and grunted. "So, you want to set me and mine free?
Think I'm too handsome to die down here?" he asked, probing for the truth. The dark dwarf
laughed, and his eyes blazed red - hot enough to make Urgrash flinch from the heat. "Funny. I care
not one whit whether you live or die. You're the property of my enemy. Escape to the wilds - or the
grave - and they lose the value of your hide."
Urgrash grinned. "And if the new master dies, all the better." replied the Orc. "Deal."
- From "Of Orcs and Men", written by Vastaviska, a traveler from strange lands
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The Immortals
Our tough-as-nails infantry unit has been
reforged into a new battlefield role, to
represent its durability and refusal to die in
the face of dire threats. It will work as an
anti-elite unit. This means it will be better off
facing the strongest foes available, laughing
off damage from giants, great-swords and
dragons alike. Just... don't mash them into
spears. The Immortals may be tough, but
their armour is not impenetrable.
But wait, there's more…

…We fixed the weapon selection, so
now Immortals don't start with great weapons.
This means pricing the unit should be a lot
easier in the future and we hope that can finally
help to balance their weapons options. But
more importantly, Immortals will have new toys
to play with.
With these changes, we expect that this unit will
finally feel like true
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One of these is a Tower Shield. A colossal slab of
metal that is so large, so ridiculously huge, that
the giant will be protected from incoming attacks as
if he was manning a mobile wall. Of course like an
actual wall, this only works from the front, but
the giant is still as mobile as ever, even while
protecting himself with this thing.
The second weapon is a giant magical flaming
weapon. The heat from this weapon is so great, that
its scorching heat can affect other nearby units.
Both are options that should (hopefully) prove more
popular than the Mining Pick, and for strict modellers,
we hope that any previous Giant models can be used
for the new flaming weapon with minimal work.
Slaves
Last but not least the slaves are now more useful than
just a tarpit unit. In fact, you could probably describe
them more as pack-mules (when they aren't trying to
sneak away from their masters).
Slaves may help a nearby dwarf unit with carrying
something. Either combat weapons or ammunition. If
they do the former, the dwarves could move more
easily across the board. And if they do the latter, the
dwarf unit will shoot more efficiently, as
the slaves help pass extra ammunition to load up
shots... but watch out afterwards, they have a
tendency to spill flammable liquids and trip over the
weapons they carry.

Disciples of Lugar.
For the LAB, the Disciples of Lugar are embracing the
"trickster" side of their god. They will become a more
flexible option and less rigid, and we hope that they
can have their own deserved place in the army,
instead of just being "fire seekers".
Of course, they will still be able to unleash the Inferno
within them and burn enemies to ashes, but there will
be a new set of choices for them, not only during listbuilding, but also during games.

We hope that slaves will be more interesting to play
with and that these changes will being more utility to
the unit choice.

They will also benefit from the small, but impactful,
changes done to Volcanic Embrace that will make this
rule more fair for facing different types of enemy
units, not just infantry blocks.

That ends this episode of Infernal Dwarf reveals!

Overall, Disciples of Lugar will feel like a very tactical
choice. Wise decisions will set their destiny on the
table, while they will help to give backbone
to ID armies, especially those with a focus on Kadim
units.
The Giant
While the giant itself remains almost completely
unchanged, there will be new equipment for him to
make him feel more like an Armoured Giant.
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Dread Elves LAB Update
Article by The Dread Elves Task Team
The DE Legendary Army Book (LAB) task Team are still working at a conceptual stage with the new book. Therefore,
we cannot offer any specific spoilers or hints towards specific rules. However, what we are sharing with you here is
some of the concept work we have done so far.
Army Wide Special Rules

“swing” is as perfect as mortals could achieve. Power
and death are delivered in beautiful arcs of glistening
steel.

Dread Elves, or Daeb as they call themselves, are a
militaristic society. Most DE citizens are expected to
join the Academy for military training. The LAB Task
Team has examined the main goal of the army books
Army Wide Special Rules (AWSR). The DE should be a
close combat-oriented army and therefore the Killer
Instinct special rule should represent an ability to dish
out harm with confidence and ease.

Academy Training
As stated above, the majority of the citizens of Dathen
enter the Academy for military training. After this
training is complete, some members of society will
take different paths aside from the Academy.
Nevertheless, the majority and backbone of the Daeb
armies are formed from the Academy. Our goal is to
provide most core units flavourful rules that
represent their Academy training, their ability to
cooperate with one another and their
professionalism in battle. On the tabletop this
should translate to Daeb training giving a
sense of confidence to their troops;
each unit can rely on their nearby
comrades without question. The
concept could be compared to parentsupport units from the Empire of
Sonnstahl. However, it should be
simple and not increase their raw
power level greatly. It should
however improve their versatility
and give the impression of a
professional and coordinated
army. We are also looking at how
to make cooperation between
Legionnaires and Auxiliaries work in an
interesting way.

We consider this a core concept and have thought
of ways to maintain this ability to dispense
damage, but more efficiently. One idea was replacing
Killer Instinct with some form of Death Trance. We
have also explored replacing the AWSR with simple
stat changes. Each path has pros and cons and
it is too early to say if either will be in the
final rules. It is important that we
provide background that helps you
get inside the head of a typical Daeb
warrior and understand their
mentality. While the following is in
no way official background material,
it should and capture the principles
behind Daeb society:
Dread Elves train and work at
perfecting the art of the “swing”
(thrust, etc.) Starting at a young
age, it isn't uncommon for a Daeb
parent to drill their children for hours each
evening. Talking about glorious kills in
combat to their children, parents pass on
the ideals of military service, and their hope
that one day their child will deliver the
perfect killing blow to a wild beast or
savage human. Once on the battlefield as
adults, swinging a sword or spear is a
trusted
act
perfected
over
childhood. The apogee of the
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Characters

forces rather than providing friendly units with
augments.

Most armies have vanilla characters that can be given
upgraded honours or a military vocation of some sort.
However, our concept is that Dread Elves characters
will be designed with a clear niche in mind. This will
allow us to better reach the perfect design and price
for each one of them. Does this mean that we are
making them less generic? Probably. At this moment,
we have examined how to differentiate a Beast
Master character versus something that we have
recognised as a close combat blender (we prefer
“Manslayer” for the later).

The Menagerie
As many of you might have read in the DE guidelines,
we have a mandate to explore tamed or captured
beasts. We have talked of a strong Tamer subtheme
and are exploring ideas of mixed units of Daeb Tamers
and new monster types. The Kraken and the Hydra
will be revisited as well, and Handlers profile will likely
return in some fashion.
Again, progress is still in the Conceptual Phase in an
overall iterative process, so concepts will always be
subject to revision, refinement or simply removed.
We are doing our best to bring the feel of a truly
terrifying Dread Elves military force to the tabletop,
but much work remains to be done. We hope you like
these concepts and small insight into the Dread Elves
LAB progress!

The Cult Priests are being examined as well, and a
new character, the Cult Legate is being explored and
developed to replace them as religious leaders. The
difference might be subtle, but the intended role and
goal of these cult characters would be quite different.
We are intending to focus them on debuffing enemy

The Gaze of the Kraken’s Logbook. 28th of Bomudh, 2682 DD
A dozen leagues from the West Coast of Vetia
We left Caen Dracin two weeks ago. The ship’s company is in a good mood after the past days'
trials. When the storm came, we faced it with the iron temper of our people. The slaved revolted
under the cover of the tempest, seeing a chance in the turmoil of the seas. We shattered the
revolt quickly and ruthlessly, avoiding the loss of slaves when possible. It was unavoidable at
times. The result was one of my companion’s dead and two injured. No elven life is worth a
paltry few slaves but putting down the revolt had to be put down. The final result was heavy
losses among our freight: Seven slaves dead and eleven injured, three of them badly.
We offered the dead to Harag the Storm Witch, in line with the wishes of the crew. The Goddess
appears to have listened to our prayer. Today, as the first lights of the morning danced across
the waves, the clouds were suddenly gone and a gift from the Goddess appeared on the horizon.
A bulky merchant ship heading due East, with a Destrian flag flying from its top sail. We swiftly
tacked to pursue them, with our blades ready and the wind in our sails. We are quickly gaining
on her; it seems we will return with full holds after all.
Translated by Herr Wolfram Leitner, Head Researcher on Elven Cultures of the Imperial Society
of Eichtal
Surrender you say? It is not you who make demands here, human, so listen very carefully. Prince
Lucian Blackheart, Commander of the Legion of the Dragon, direct envoy of the Crimson Consuls,
for the glory of the Republic of Dathen, commands you to take your pathetic rabble away from
this land. If you don’t do as you’ve been ordered, whelp, you will be hanging from the highest
tree by midnight. Your men will lie bloodied in the mud, and the women and children you fight
so hard to protect will be sold to the highest bidder in the far markets of Rathaen. Understand
that this is not a threat. It is just a warning. I’ve seen this in your fate, and the Gods are with
us!”
Negotiation between the Marshall of Western frontier and the High Oracle of Fyreth
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Company Showcase: Shieldwolf Miniatures
Article by Henrypmiller

HPM:
Why
are
you
inspired
make miniatures for fantasy games?

to

SW: Our inspiration and vision come from plenty of
sources. History and mythology, like all fantasy
purveyors worldwide, has been translated into our
wargaming world. The huge range of influences in
Greek mythology, as well as Norse and Egyptian
mythology have been the base influences for some of
our miniatures. We also take inspiration from classic
fantasy novels and stories; things like Conan the
Barbarian, and other popular stories. Each one of us
sees things differently and takes inspiration from
many sources. That's the beauty of wargaming and
the broader fantasy genre in general
HPM: Are any of your miniatures inspired by the
9th Age background or rules?
SW: The "War is Coming" is Shieldwolf Miniatures
own game, which unfortunately was halted in 2015.
We realised that the market is currently saturated
from available wargaming rulepacks. War is Coming
will be relaunched again in the future, but in the
meantime the company is focused in augmenting our
current miniatures range first and foremost.
The 9th Age background has not yet inspired
Shieldwolf Miniatures as we have been immersed in
our own game world up to now. Nevertheless,
similarities can and always will be found in all fantasy
worlds. Currently we have a golden opportunity for
both gaming systems to assist each other.

Henry P Miller: Who are Shieldwolf Miniatures,
where are you from and what do you do?
ShieldWolf Minitaures: Shieldwolf Miniatures is
based in Athens, Greece and was born out of the
vision of Angelos Margaritis, who decided to
materialize the fantasy world he had been dreaming
of ever since he was a child. Despite being only 6 years
old, Shieldwolf Minitaures is already the largest
miniature manufacturer in Southeast Europe and has
already a very respectable range not only of
wargaming minis, but also terrain and busts.

HPM: What other miniatures do you currently have
in your product range(s) and which are most
relevant for the 9th Age?
SW: We produce for both wargamers and collectors.
Our Great War Mammoth for example, probably the
best in the market, is mostly for collectors since we
rarely see it on the wargaming tables (but it could be
perfect to use as an iconic Wasteland behemoth for
Warriors of the Dark Gods – HPM).
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Gamers use our miniatures for T9A either directly
(e.g. our Mountain Orcs faction as Feral Orcs) or
indirectly such as our current flagship faction, the
Shieldmaidens as female Warriors of the Dark Gods
Wasteland Warriors or Barbarians.

HPM: What makes your models different to other
miniature companies?
SW: Shieldwolf Miniatures are unique for not only
one, but THREE different reasons. First of all, we have
introduced unique concepts that combined make our
company stand out. Our factions are different to the
standard of what exists on the market. While we
have “Orcs” these are again very distinctive as being
“Shieldwolf Orcs” in character. This gives our
miniatures their own distinct look and feel.

However, the most compatible by far will be our new
Forest Goblins army, as it is fairly unique in its style.

The second thing that makes us unique is that our
business is driven by pure passion for miniature
gaming and we have a very long-term vision on our
project. For this reason, we have invested in hard
plastic tooling (HIPS) which is very difficult and costly,
but allows great quality, convertibility and availability
in our models. We do all this while maintaining an
affordable sell price for our customers! The third and
final reason is that we have made available armies
that no other company has done before, not to
mention in hard plastic! Shieldwolf Miniatures is the
first (and currently only) manufacturer to have
created Hard Plastic Forest Goblins, Shieldmaidens,
Fantasy Paladins and Sci-Fi Paladins.
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We are very proud to have led the way and confident
we directly influenced the 9th Age project in a crucial
moment in its development.
We send over 100 parcels per year to ponsor events
for 9th age as well as other systems, totally free of any
charge and we hope to continue this support moving
forwards.
HPM: What is your favourite miniature that you
have made so far and what inspired you to create
this?
SW: Each member from Shieldwolf Miniatures has a
different take on that question, since we have over
100 miniatures in our range so far - not counting the
plastic kits! We think the most representative
miniature we have made so far is the
Icemaiden Druid, which we see featuring repeatedly
in RPG and wargaming tables from various gaming
systems.

HPM: Does Shieldwolf Miniatures have any future
release plans you can share with us with regarding
models that could be used for the 9th Age?
SW: The company works hand in hand with its
supporters. Currently there's a poll for both fantasy
and sci-fi kits, where the sci-fi ones could potentially
be used for conversion purposes for T9A models. If
you would like to vote you can do so here:
www.shieldwolfminiatures.typeform.com/to/MEmt
XP
For the time being, the company is focused on our
Forest Goblins Kickstarter and ensuring that we are
delivering on time - if not earlier! Once this has
finished,
we
will
be
making
the
Forest Goblins miniatures available for direct retail.
HPM: Will you be working closer with the 9th Age tin
the future?
SW:
Shieldwolf
Miniatures
was
actually
the first miniature manufacturer to support The 9th
Age; something that opened the door to every
company that followed our example. We want to
continue this collaboration and develop with all
wargaming systems that match our scale and style.
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Where is the best place to find and
purchase Shieldwolf Miniatures?
We have retailers all over the world and every
year more and more people are interested in
stocking our products. Our aim is to support local
retailers and focus in expanding our range and
helping them with ensuring that our product
range is fully stocked.
For anyone interested to save time on
their orders for items that cannot be found via
their local shop, the best place remains for the
time being direct from the company's own
webstore: shieldwolfminiatures.com
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Army Showcase: Cultists
Article by Willman
A look At Willman’s Cultist Army project
I started this hobby in the early 90`s. A friend dragged
me to a hobby/gaming store. It was there I saw my
first model. A metal dragon ogre, it was love at first
sight. I was hooked for life. I had a break a few years
in my late teens. But soon found my way back into the
hobby.

supplement gave me that opportunity to use those
old metal models, and finally play with a fully-fledged
Cultist army!
Where to Start?
I love to convert models. New kits from different
manufacturers always interest me and when
Frostgrave came out with their cultist kit I knew now
was the time. I had to start a new army. A few hours
later I had spent way too much money. At the time, I
did not even have an idea of which 9th Age army I was
going to use the cultists as!

Having built and played almost all armies available in
9th age, it was a while since I felt that special feeling.
Then I saw the Cultists teaser on YouTube. My jaw
dropped! Wow a cultist army. Downloaded the rules,
quickly read them and it was love again just like those
years ago in the hobby shop. And the best thing, my
army was already done.

From the start I looked at the human armies. I wanted
20mm bases, mostly because I wanted big units with
larger body count. Empire of Sonnstahl and Kingdom
of Equitaine were two obvious options. As I already
had an Equitaine army converted from halflings, the
choice became easy, an evil army of Sonnstahl.

Mordheim was a big inspiration for me. I always had
a love for those old metal figures. The cult of the
possessed and the witch hunter warbands gave me
many great campaigns. Moreover, when the
Mordheim PC game came out in 2015, it looked just
the way I imagined it. I always wanted to start an
army that looked like the game and would fit in with
that grim dark setting. The 9th Age Cultist army
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The Truth Behind the Lie
In my head, I always need to work out some
background for my armies. At a time before the
Cultist book was published, this caused some
frustration. A Sonnstahl army in a forgotten
town/outpost that fought for good defeating
impossible odds. But there was always another
enemy coming. In the end they started to believe in
the power of the Dark Gods. Instead of defending the
weak, the lure of power and riches won over.

Battle after battle, their ranks were
depleted, but new recruits were soon to
be found. Humans with thirst for power
came to the Darkness. Outcast mutants
looking for refuge, beasts from the
forests and even daemons joined their
ranks.
-

The beginnings of the Cult.
Annonymous.

The Metamorphosis

With all this in my head, a lot of options opened for
possibilities to convert (and spend more hobby
money).
I wanted a few units that still had their bulk of models
to be mortal humans, the remains of the army, like
imperial guard and knights. But the light troops, the
flagellants and state militia could be a mix of beast
herds, daemons and mutants.
I quickly found some resin cultist heads. And together
with the Frostgrave cultist kit I had a great start. With
some Google kung fu you can always find some rare
models that will look great with an easy head swap.
And if you are handy with greenstuff the right model
can always get a Cultist Hood.
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Old GW plastic kits are perfect to convert, because of
the fit between arms, body and head is clean and
straight. The kits from Frostgrave and Fireforge are
easy to match with the older kits. You can do the
same with newer kits, but it gets a bit harder.
My goal was to get the same feel as the PC game, so I
needed city bases with paved cobbled streets.
Greenstuffworld’s textured rolling pins gave me the
perfect effect. This technique was both good and bad.
The bases looked great and I avoided paying premium
price for a whole army of resin bases. On the other
hand, rolling and painting about 250 20mm bases as
well as all the larger bases used a lot time and drained
my motivation.

Nevertheless, every time a unit got finished, the
paved road effect looked so good. Together with the
models and army tray/display board I worked out I
have used about 140 inches of greenstuff and the
finish is very satisfying!
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The Cultist Auxiliary Book

magic dice almost every turn, you need some good
spells.

The new Cultist army book is a versatile book in that
almost any army you have can be used to play as
Cultists! Since the options of bases sizes, resilience
and movement is there, You don’t really have to
convert as much as I have. You can use your humans,
dwarfs, orcs or elves models as they are. Just make
sure to get the weapons right for the units.

The Master of Ritual is a good candidate for this
purpose (and almost an auto-include in every army).
He also comes with a decent LD bubble and a lot of
items and options to tailor your wizard to your needs.
There are some nice synergies with the various
powers and items he has access to!

Remember that this is an auxiliary army book and it is
also in Beta. In my opinion this isn’t an army book you
will win a tournament with, but it can be a lot of fun!

The second key unit in the Cultists army is the
Possessed. These guys are a supernal unit with a lot
of choices. They come built in with an Aegis save and
again you can tailor them to your needs (and models).
They have different weapon options, special rule
options (for Orcs, Barbarians/Beasts, dwarves and
elves) and also can take some manifestations from
the DL book! Unlike the rest of your cultist units, they
can stand toe to toe with many other combat units in
the game and can actually fight!

Strengths and Weaknesses
First off, the ability to spawn units when you need
them is good. Either as chaff or getting your combat
unit exactly in front of the unit you want to fight. This
is the key ability for the cultists army and needs to be
used in the right time and right place with the right
unit!

The last unit which really makes you drool like a
possessed is the Ritual Altar. I see this as essentially a
cheap way of getting the Wrath of God Spell. Also, the
pentagram of pain spell with double range is troubling
for a lot of armies when the aura range is doubled.

Veil tokens - you can get a lot of them. Either through
units, items or wizards, and you are going to need
them to get those juicy daemon units. Also consider
this when building a list. If you are getting 3-4 more
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This coupled with the fact that a lot of your own army
starts off the table can be really nasty for your
opponent!
Your core comes from booth daemons and cultist
units. While it is tempting to go for a lot of daemons,
there is an overarching point cap and you will want to
include some special category daemons. One thing to
remember is that your basic core Cultists come with
frenzy. And with no BSB option they can cause you a
lot of trouble with a failed frenzy test. This is one
reason why that Discipline 9 Master of Ritual upgrade
is essential for the general.
The earliest your daemons will arrive is Turn 2. That
means no daemons will fight until turn 3. So, your
human army will have to stall the enemy until then.
This is something you will need to address when
building your army. Luckily for you, Cultists are cheep
and cheerful and multiple units of them can be used
as chaff to hold up and delay the enemy!
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My Army List
Cult Leader, General, Path of Thamaturgy, Master of
Ritual, Brimstone Brazier, Binding Scroll- 360
Daemon Symbiote, Wizard Adept, Path of Evocation,
Spear, Shield, Chilling Yawn, Touch of Greatness,
Willow's Ward, Basalt Infusion- 475
Daemon Symbiote, Path of Evocation, Great
Weapon, Whipcrack Tail, Essence of Mithril, Lucky
Charm, Potion of Swiftness- 355
25 Cultists Musician, Unholy Conduit (Standard)- 225
25 Cultists Musician, Unholy Conduit (Standard)- 225
16 Cultists, Musician, Infiltrators- 138
20 Lemures, Musician, Standard, Stiff Upper Lip- 550
1 Ritual Altar, 210 pts
23 Possessed, Champion, Musician, Chitinous Scales,
Great Weapon- 467

Cultists provide channel and can be used as a
meatshield – let’s face it, they probably are happy to
oblige!

25 Possessed, Champion, Musician, Red Haze, Spear455

In my Summoned Daemons section, I have taken a
unit of Lemurs that are perfect to lock down an
enemy unit. Clawed fiends that can pick off large units
with ease. And 2 units of hellhounds that can be use
as chaff and can threaten against some units.

6 Clawed Fiends, Musician, Standard Bearer,
Unhinged Jaw- 689
5 Hellhounds, Hot Blood- 175
5 Hellhound, Hot Blood- 175
I chose to make my cult leader a bit cheaper despite
the many options to take for him. I have been finding
it hard to keep him alive and at the same time get out
some spells, so being cheap is better. This is down to
his lack of supernal means he needs to bunker in a
Cultist core unit.
With 2 Daemon Symbiotes as support characters and
the Ritual Altar
I have 7 spells and a channel (5).
The Symbiotes are interesting as they have the
advantages of being Daemons and also have access to
both manifestations and the rule book special items.
This translates into them being quite resilient with
items like Essence of Mithril and Basalt Infusion along
with their built in Aegis save. This means they can
fight a bit and cast magic!
My Possessed units are there to deter the opponent
until I can get my daemons to the table. If they survive
the first 2 turns, they can still do a lot of damage when
matched against the right unit.
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Now I really need to stop writing, my local
tournament is in a few days and the organiser has
allowed the Cultists Auxiliary book. I need to get some
daemons painted ASAP.
Below are a few links to some key cultist parts you
might use to build an army like this and some more
pictures of my models.
https://tabletop-art.de/Cultist-heads
http://www.northstarfigures.com/prod.php?prod=7
731
http://www.greenstuffworld.com/en/51-texturedrolling-pins?p=2
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The Ninth Age Presents: Art Contest III: Makhar
Khans!
Article by Karak Norn Clansman

might of Makhar warlords is ever fragile. Fearsome
horde confederacies that terrorize the surrounding
lands and extort massive tribute from city-dwellers
and farmers in between devastating invasions, do not
last many centuries as the strongest of leadership is
doomed to fray and unravel in the cut-throat world of
Makhar Gyula chiefs' power struggle. For the lot of
the migratory steppe peoples is one of infighting, in
an endless cycle of tribal feuds and cattle raids that
gave rise to the martial prowess of these riders in the
first place.

Roaming across the wind-blown steppe with many
prized horses and vast herds to feed their wagonborne families, the Makhar tribes are born horsemen
who begin to ride as soon as they can walk. Masters
of the recurve bow, these hardy folks must fight,
outwit and endure great hardships to survive and
prosper in their scarce lands. To the soft men and
women of civilized countries, these steppe warriors
are mounted terrors who strike like lightning and fight
like devils, carrying off booty and prisoners in their
merciless raids and leaving burnt settlements behind.
Any attempt to pin down these swift raiders and face
the Makhar on the battlefield is more often than not
an exercise in frustration, for the Makhar know well
that the cunning ways of the mounted archer may
overcome the largest of tribal armies, the fiercest of
monsters and the best of realms' hosts.

Yet the Makhar's traditional way of life was changed
forever in the Eighth Age, when the Wasteland came
to be. Grazing lands were lost in the catastrophe, and
tribes fell upon tribes in a chain of violent desperation.
Men turned to the Dark Gods, and the Dark
Gods answered their call...

For untold thousands of years the steppes
of Augea have bred riders and warriors of the first
order. Legends tell of more ancient days, when
the Hobgoblin wolf riders were ascendant, yet the
Human horse riders rose to dominance and still rule
the wide steppes north of the Sea of Gods. These
tribes are ever fractious and warlike, and ever
coalescing around strong leaders and victorious
warrior groups; and ever splintering as unity ruptures.
The winners seem to take it all on the steppe, where
success breed success as warriors flock to the
victorious banner and drink from the skulls of their
defeated foes, yet fortune is fickle and the terrible
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The theme for this competition is: Makhar, the
Horselords.

This can be done by drawing, sketching or painting it
(i.e. no miniature entries). Digital tools are allowed,
and some scribblings as seen on many concept
sketches are likewise allowed, but please keep any
text amount low. The amount of work invested in the
art entry can vary from a simple sketch up to a fullblown illustration.

We want you to draw or paint something involving
the Makhar Khans! See their supplementary army
book for more details on these feared horsemen.
Makhar art could include anything from portraits to
battle scenes; from glimpses of everyday life
(herdsmen,
yurts,
bowyers,
carts,
bound slave captives) to dark Enaree rituals and
Makhar Flayers capturing fearsome beasts. There are
lots of exotic features to the Makhar army, ranging
from two-handed kontos lances, gigantic archers,
chariots and catapult-bearing Steppe Mammoths.
The blue sky of the steppe is the limit as long as the
artwork involves Makhar in some way (even if only as
battle casualties at the hands of your favourite
faction). Let fly your arrow and unleash your
imagination!

Flat embroidered textile art (e.g. in Bayeux tapestry
style) close-up shots and flat relief carvings are
allowed, but for these materials you're encouraged to
ask the contest organizer first with some details
explaining your plans. Tattoos are allowed. Note that
several different art pieces are allowed to be included
in one and the same image file entry, e.g. two
different painted illustrations, or a bunch of sketches
leading up to an inked drawing. Sheer mass is no
guarantee for advantage in voting, however.
You can find the contest thread
in General Discussion on T9A Forum.

pinned

Send a PM with pictures to Karak Norn Clansman to
enter the competition.
Prizes

The gold winner will receive one unpainted 28mm
resin kit of War Booty Slaves of Ancient Times to haul
off to the steppe (above).
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Furthermore, the silver winner will receive one 28mm
kit of 10 unpainted Ceramics of Ancient Times for
liquor to pour into those skull cups:

And the bronze winner will receive one 15mm kit of 4
unpainted Tjubling with Skull Masks, sculpted by
Tobias "tjub" Torstensson:

Deadline
The deadline for the submission of entries is the 5th
of January 2020 at 11:59pm CET.
Good luck everyone!
T9A Team
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Vermin Swarm Crusher
Article by Morgainne
I’ve been a huge fan of the Vermin Swarm for several
years now. The Steampunk-esque feel, their
maddening hunger for power that nothing can stop,
speaks to me deep down, beneath my fur... And, of
course their liberal use of dark shards to power their
destructive machines. A recipe for creativity.
I’ve always liked the idea of having a huge mechanical
monster, and have experimented with crafting a giant
mechanical rat, which ultimately failed – not enough
dark shards.

After spending several nights smacking together
some balsa wood, plasticard, a few bits and a load of
glue I ended up with a chassis powered by an engine.
But
I
was
stuck
on
creating
the
crushing/grinding/mauling bit, so like any modeler
does when he’s stuck, I jumped into my bits box, and
didn’t find my precious stone-crushing grinder like I
hoped.

But in April of 2019, the first concept of the Crusher
was born. Inspired by the Vermin’s underground
tunneling activities I first thought of a tunneling
machine (which just happens to be perfect for war).
Something with a grinding wheel on the front, low to
the ground and well suited to the rough terrain in the
underground caverns. Something like this:

Instead I found flails. Lots of flails. And I remembered
the mine clearing tanks used on D-Day with their
spinning flails, which got my creative juices flowing
again! Cutting plastic, Cutting and scoring balsa
wood, gluing plastic and nearly setting the thing on
fire (I wanted to heat up some plastic rod to bend it,
learned that balsa wood is VERY flammable).
I ended up with a gigantic meat-grinding machine,
frightening enough to scare any enemy that has to
stand up against several tons of whirling flailing
doom. And of course, powered by dark shards.
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For the paintjob I wanted the wood and metal
to be old, rusted and well-used to illustrate
the scavenging nature of the Vermin Swarm.
Add a hefty dose of blood on the flails and
object source lighting for the glow-y bits and
it’s done! This was the first time I did any sort
of Object Source Lightning, and it ended up
being a lot easier than i expected. The way I
did is figure out where the light shines, where
it is strongest and where it is fainter and then
use a zillion thin layers of a bright color over
the fully painted model to create the
reflections.
After a quick muddy base, the Crusher is all
done! The only thing that’s left is to use it in
battle and hope that the dice gods favour me.
Ill be using it as an Abomination!
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HPM- I came across this review by FerrisWrites which is interesting as an external view of the 9th Age Game. The
review is in three parts. We included part one in the pervious edition of the 9 th Scroll. This is part two of three. If you
want to read the third part right away, you can find them on their website: https://creatorconsortium.com/

9th Age Review Part 2: A World of Story, A World of War
Article by @FerrisWrites
We kick off part two of our 9th Age review just after
the release of the “legendary” version of the
“Warriors of the Dark Gods” faction. By the gods, it’s
packed full of cool stuff. This is great timing as we’re
going to be looking at the background, theme and
lore of the 9th Age.

film and TV. It’s effective because it puts the reader
next to the author and immediately draws our
attention. The reader knows from the outset that the
account is a primary source, likely to be believable, or
at least what they say is likely true from their in-world
perspective. In my opinion, a well-executed literary
move by the 9th Age writers!

In this Article we shall briefly look at the world
composition and history of the 9th Age, introduce
some of the darker themes, take a look at a couple of
the factions, comparing them to similar factions from
Games Workshop’s old Warhammer Fantasy Battles
and finally, we’ll look into the new Warriors of the
Dark Gods faction book to see just what the 9th Age
team are capable of!

The World of the 9th Age
What I think stands out from the history is the poetic
style. The 9th Age history is presented to us in several
verses, similar to something we would find in a Holy
Book or Viking saga. They call it the “World Hymn,”
found on a tapestry thought to be ancient in years,
perhaps a copy of a similar, older Dwarven text. The
Hymn details the previous ages in allegory, of how the
ancient lizard-race once ruled the world, and how a
comet gave the first sign to rebel and break free.

The Written Lore
Before I begin, it’s worth mentioning the writing style
of the background and setting of the 9th Age. Rather
than being a single monotonous viewpoint, the style
instead portrays the world through personal
accounts, letters and journals. These firsthand
accounts detail the wonders and horrors of the 9th
Age. Some of the characters are recurring throughout
the texts providing successive layers to their oftenwoeful stories. This style of writing was common
during the early decades of the last century but
dropped out of favour with the advancement of

Perhaps because it is still early days the world seems
to be breathing and growing slowly. The groundwork
seems to be there and we’re likely to see more
content as each faction receives its legendary faction
book. We must remember that the 9th Age is
designed with tournaments in mind but with all the
effort into creating such a beautiful world, are we
asking too much to hope that there will at some point
be a narrative story arc?
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Killing for Fun, or with Purpose
It came to my attention on one of many frequented
sub-reddits that a few people are put off by the fact
that the 9th Age was, as they understood it, designed
purely for tournament players. I can see where this
misconception came from. One redditor went as far
as to say that they wished the game had some sort of
scenarios to make the game-play more engaging,
much like Age of Sigmar does now (you pretty much
HAVE to play Age of Sigmar as a scenario). It did not
take me long to find what I was looking for.
--The 9th Age Scenario Supplement!-With a book of 18 scenarios, there’s plenty of scope
to create a series of skirmishes or mammoth battles
with a purpose beyond simple annihilation. Each
game can be randomly generated with some dice rolls
or picked from a list to create narrative campaigns.
Problem solved!

Indeed, in the executive board mission statement it is
made very clear that they believe the background is
critical for players to access and fully enjoy the 9th
Age. They’ve given the Background Team powers to
oversee the story development, so expect to see full
on Legendary versions for each faction over the
coming years… and if they’re anything like Warriors of
the Dark Gods, we’re all in for a great deal and for
free! Totally free!

A Note on Equal Representation
Reading all the different snippets of background out
there, we get the impression that female characters
are more represented than in Games Workshop, even
by their current standards. There’s little reason that
GW can’t rectify this quickly, but it seems to be going
at a slow pace for them currently. Not so for the 9th
Age! This is great, and I'm certain the inclusivity will
encourage players of all identities.

Perusing one of the 9th Age forums recently
suggested by Ghiznuk (a member of the Russian
Translation Team), I gained an insight into the world
setting development. In it, Ghiznuk explains how the
world map is designed and how it must permit
different factions to have a reliable narrative
reasoning for encountering one another. It’s such a
simple idea but one that never seemed to be fully
realised in Warhammer Fantasy Battles. An example:
The Highborn Elves were once part of a huge empire
which has since crumbled, leaving countless outposts
in the form of harbors and ports scattered across the
world. These elves are a mighty naval force and thus
have strong trading routes, allowing factions to
encounter them.

Moving onward, I think it is time we had a spotlight
review on some of the factions. I chose these two
factions because they are my favourite; noble elves
and efficient troops of the empire!
Factions Spotlight
I should point out that the background for most of the
factions is pretty slim at the moment. The exceptions
to this are Demon Legions, Sylvan Elves, Undying
Dynasties and the newly released Warriors of the
Dark Gods (which I’ll take a deeper look at later). For
the time being, most of the background is contained
within snippets of accounts and journals scattered
throughout the 9th Age website or contained within
the above-mentioned faction books. There is an
effort to get everything into one easy to access
source, fully translated, but community driven
projects on this scale can take time. As mentioned
previously, there is a concerted push to achieve this
grand goal!

I think it is fair to say that in their mission to gather
and develop more players, the 9th Age teams are
performing a herculean effort to produce something
of quality - the fact that this is essentially volunteer
work towards something created by and for the
community makes it more remarkable. If the last two
paragraphs haven’t given you enough to believe in it,
I guess you’ll just have to read on.
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Still, even with these little taster pieces, the nature of
the different factions should be familiar to those who
possessed an interest in the Warhammer Fantasy
brand. Even if you’ve never played the tabletop wargame, some of you will be familiar through digital or
role-playing games such as the Total War series or
Warhammer Fantasy Role-playing Game (recently
published again by Cubicle 7).

“The white isles of Celeda Ablan, home of
the Highborn Elves, are said to be a truly
awe-inspiring sight. They are guarded by
fleets of the finest ships to set sail, and
phalanxes of Elves blessed with the natural
grace and skill of their people. Led by
Princes borne aloft on terrifying dragons,
the Highborn have ever maintained a proud
and aloof manner, yet they are capable of
fighting with the same savagery their
cousins display.”

Highborn Elves
Look and Feel: The Highborn Elves are similar to the
middle-era of Warhammer Fantasy Battles. In a
nutshell they are: A civilisation in retreat, A nation of
naval traditions with settlements all over the world,
Highly trained troops who are quick to strike, Heavily
armoured or mixed lightly armoured, An adaptable
force, with giant dragons, powerful or swift cavalry &
multipurpose infantry, Brimming with high magical
potential, Disciplined troops, less likely to behave
poorly and let you down!

“Although they have the greatest naval
power the world has seen, the Highborn
Elves have retreated from many of their
former conquests. Despite this, they
continue to hold outposts on coastlines
across the globe. The fall of the Highborn’s
appointed Raj, ruling over the Sagarika
Kingdoms in their name, marked the extent
of their decline. Yet even with increasing
resources diverted to combat the Dread Elf
threat, they still dominate the seas and the
resulting trade.”

History
There are a tonne of similarities with the Elves of the
Warhammer world and the 9th Age, which is pleasing
to see because there’s such a rich and noble history
involved. From the snippets of information, we have,
we can glean that the Highborn are in retreat, very
Tolkien-esque. We are told that their culture is
divided into three aspects, each representing an
elemental theme; air, water and fire.

“In the mists of time, they rebelled against
the enigmatic Saurians to become
guardians of much of the world, while the
ancestors of the Dwarves held the rest.
Once they were a single race, yet their
united rule could not endure. Even these
most graceful of beings are not immune to
in-fighting or betrayal. The details are
veiled in allegory and myth, but it is clear a
great schism rent the Elven peoples
asunder, resulting in the three powers we
see today.”

Note that these small parcels of information hint or
mention other factions, such as their cousins, the
Dread Elves and the human Sagarika Kingdoms (which
we learn in other sources was sponsored by the Elves
to help overthrow the rule of the Ogre Khans!).
Game Abilities

For ease, I’ve copied the brief history snippets for you
to read here.

Martial discipline is a key faction ability which gives
the elves some staying power. What they lack in
physical resistance they make up with strong training.
This ability allows the player to roll three dice instead
of two for discipline tests and choose the lowest two
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dice which makes their elven units more reliable.

are just as resilient however, their commanders are
weaker, retaining a resilience of 3 compared to 4 for
humans.

Unlike most elves in fantasy worlds,
there doesn’t seem to be a huge
physical weakness to them. The
Resilience characteristic determines
how “easily the model withstands
blows” much like the toughness
characteristic
in
Warhammer
Fantasy. Compared to humans’
troops, Highborn troops

Their agility is great - in the 9th Age models with a
higher agility score attack first. What I loved about the
High Elves from Warhammer Fantasy was their speed,
but I didn’t agree with the “always strike first” rule as
it seemed too forced. In 9th Age elves are fast not
because of a rule, but because of their profile: a
typical Highborn elf has an agility score of 5 compared
to a normal human warrior who has a score of 3,
making elves super agile.
I punched a simple army into BattleScribe and
assuming it’s up to date, I was amazed that Citizen
Spears (a regular unit of spearmen for the Highborn
Elves faction) were even more agile in certain
circumstances.
I’ll explain…
In the 9th Age, weapons all possess special rules.
For spears this means they provide fighting in
extra ranks (which Citizen Spears do already, so
there’s plenty of attacks there), they provide a
bonus to penetrating their targets armour (+1)
and if they are being charged by an enemy, grant
a further bonus to agility and armour
penetration. This amounts to an agility of 7,
armour penetration of +2 and if they’re fighting in
3 ranks of 5, you’re looking at 15 attacks. This
sounds like a very effective greek-styled phalanx!
It seems that simple (basic) units are capable
troops and are not just there to provide filler units
to your armies.
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Empire of Sonnstahl
Look and Feel: The Empire of Sonnstahl echoes the
Empire from the old Warhammer world, as you would
expect. Blocks of trained state troops,
Gothic knights riding heavily armoured horses, Battle
mages and War Priests, Cannons and siege engines
galore, the army works best when units are used
together as a whole.
History
Replace the bearded Sigmar with Sunna, a female
goddess who united the human tribes, and you’ve
pretty much got the gist of the Sonnstahl Empire
(Sonnstahl, as we learn below,
is the name of Sunnas sword).
Throughout the snippets we get the idea that the
Sonnstahl Empire, while lacking the extensive age and
focus of the elder races, makes up its shortfalls in
dedication and record keeping. It really is an
interesting and refreshing idea that humans are able
to record and pass down their learnings so that each
successive generation is better prepared and able to
learn more. It really gives the human faction a great
feel.

“A nation founded upon the exploits of
Sunna, goddess given flesh, our ally has
developed far from its early days. The tribe’s
Sunna unified have endured together, never
forgetting her memory and glory, symbolised
by her eponymous sword Sonnstahl. The core
of human supremacy in Vetia, with Destrian
wealth now united through marriage with its
grand armies and economy, there is no limit
to the Empire’s ambition. But, to command
such a diverse nation, an Emperor must not
simply conquer in battle, he or she must
compete in the political arena, navigating the
treacherous currents of rival families and
churches, to unite the nation against its
enemies. A true seat of learning, with magic
and technology refined into effective
weapons, the Empire has become a master of
many trades and has begun extending its
grasp to foreign lands.”
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Game Abilities
The Empire has a great feeling of tradition to it. Much
like in Warhammer, the main human faction is
designed with cooperation in mind. What individuals
lack in raw brute strength, they make up in battlefield
tactics and working together to achieve their goals.
Detachments allow for support units to respond on
behalf of their parent units, meaning they can
counter charge, shoot or support those units in
trouble. This low-level mastery gives the Empire
faction a strong sense of unity and training which
marries well with the “state troop” feel it possesses.
Lines of missile troops supporting blocks of heavy
infantry has nice historical feel to it, which will appeal
to history buffs, while allowing the fantasy element to
smooth over a need for absolute accuracy.
Generals and Commanders of the Empire can also
issue “Orders” once per turn. These play into the feel
of the troops, as orders allow units to move faster,
embolden them against losses or near defeat, make
shooting units more accurate or brace a unit against
an incoming charge.
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Warriors of the Dark Gods

reference guide to make consulting your stats easy.
And don’t forget, you can simply download the “slim”
version of the army book, which contains only the
game mechanic components.

This faction really caught my attention. The book is
packed. I mean, seriously stuffed with stories and lore
generating the background of the world effortlessly.
It is a piece of art in its own right, with writers and
artists dedicating their hard work to create something
that exceeds the stuff we see written by the likes of
Games Workshop. I’ve said it before in previous
articles, but for a group of people working for
nothing, this is exceptional. It feels more like
Warhammer Fantasy Battles than Warhammer
Fantasy Battles! If this is what we’re to expect for all
of the factions in the 9th Age, then we are to be truly
blessed with something amazing.

At the beginning of the book we are given a story of
the trials of commander Ilarion Yanovich of Volskaya
(similar to Warhammer Fantasy’s Kislev but based on
the Bulgarian Empire rather than Russia), whose
frontier town becomes surrounded by raiders.
Yanovich is visited each night by one of seven envoys
from each camp, enticing him to their dark gods. In
this story, we are given insights into the dark gods and
how their warriors behave. The temptations and trials
are reminiscent of Dante’s Inferno, with each envoy
representing what we would call a sin. Yanovich
appears throughout the stories, each snippet
exploring the newer peaks of his plight.

Even the artwork is superb, but for me, the art looks
REAL. It hasn’t just been banged out by a Wacom
tablet and stylus, no, these artists have spent a great
deal of time on their art and it really shows! (I have
nothing against digital artists, I just expect more from
the likes of GW who are funded by their sales!).

What stands out from 9th Age is the dark gods of
Chaos. If you are familiar with the Chaos Gods in
Warhammer, you may have noticed that I mentioned
7 envoys. This is because in the 9th Age there are
more than four ways to be corrupted. The assembly
that is 9th Age felt that adding more dark powers was
best, and frankly, I love the relationship to the Seven
Deadly Sins of mankind they’ve created:

We are treated with 80 pages of storytelling, lore and
fantastic artwork before we even get to the game
mechanics section, of which there are nearly 30 pages
of army choices and stat lines, completed with a quick
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Vanadra (Wrath - Khorne), Akaan (Gluttony - Nurgle),
Sugulag (Greed), Cibaresh (Lust - Slaanesh), Nukuja
(Sloth - Tzeentch), followed by Kuulima (Envy) and
Savar (Pride). Not only do these additions add more
flavour to the game setting, it allows for more variety
and customisation.

terrifying warriors in faceless helms, rampaging from
the north in an attempt to please their masters. In the
9th Age, this still exists, except the book tells us how
those warriors have real emotions and desires
beyond Chaos. Rather, the path of the dark gods can
offer immortality to those who succeed. To the
warriors, they are simply doing their part to enact
change in the world that they see as good.

There’s a nice little correction which I was provided
with for Nukuja (Sloth); Sloth in this sense is not
laziness in the literal sense. Rather, Nukuja and the
followers lack both emotion and passion because
they see no need as their knowledge of the fates is so
vast. Why bother struggling when you know the
outcome already?
The artwork here is
amazing: tall,
warrior figures in
heavy plated armour
representing each
of the envoys.
Take a look at the
image
below
(courtesy of the 9th
Age book). I can
certainly
feel
the
nostalgia rising in the
artwork. Some examples carry a
90’s style I’ve missed so much,
emulated so well that they could
have passed the high standard of
golden age of Games
Workshop and
the White Dwarf
magazine. It is
probably unfair
to
keep
comparing
the
9th Age with
a
wellestablished
setting,
but
the
creative
talents behind the
9th
Age
have
managed to not just
copy the art, but perfect it
further.

Moving on: as we read further, we get an idea of how
the world was made, of the Mother & Father who
make up the twin worlds and of the veil, a hair’s
breadth barrier between the two worlds. Mother is
order and Father Chaos is the opposite. We’ve
learned now that there are seven dark gods, but also
an extra layer to the hierarchy, with Father Chaos
acting as the Overlord.

robust

The story of Anaba (of the Tanepe, a tribal
culture I am reliably informed is
based
on
Native
Americans)
by
a
mysterious sorcerer further
defines the pantheon. He
describes the symbol of
the dark gods, an eightpointed star. The longest
point
of
the
star
symbolising Father Chaos.
In the lore, it is said that
Father’s plans underpin
the plans of the seven.
We also learn that those
dark gods fashioned
themselves on the sins
of mortals.

What of the Warriors themselves?
In Warhammer Fantasy
Battles we are
confronted
with
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Chaos Wastes? That endless tract of magically radited
land from which hell spews forth? Well the 9th Age
has something similar, but more importantly, the Veil
takes the idea of the chaos ‘lands’ one step further.
Much like the magical forces described in the
Forgotten Realms setting for Dungeons & Dragons (or
Stranger Things for a more current reference - HPM),
the Veil is the whisper thin boundary of magic. Much
like with the Highborn Elves who are scattered
everywhere, the Veil allows for the Warriors and
Demons of Chaos to be almost anywhere. Since the
Veil is part of the fabric of the world, it cannot be fully
escaped. Imagine being separated by a thin veneer of
logic, beyond which ravenous and maddened demons
shriek and claw for you!

Choosing and creating our armed forces, create a
narrative mini campaign using the scenarios
supplement, A brief overview of the battles, with
some analysis.
Then we will answer some questions, such as:
How long does it take to setup a game?
How long does it take to play a game?
How much it costs (potentially)?
Is it accessible to new players and how easy was it to
learn?
Join us, and we’ll see if we can't convince you to try it
for yourself!
(All images borrowed from the 9th Age website
library, unless otherwise stated. 11/7/19)

The nature of the Veil then allows for players to
create stories of contact with the powers of Chaos.
There is no single line to defend against the powers of
Chaos. So you see, the war for the mortal realms of
the 9th Age is not solely fought by the western styled
Empires of Sonnstahl. Every culture is at risk of raiding
and attacking from the Dark Powers.

Ferris, for the Creator Consortium & 9th Age
@FerrisWrites for Twitter

Join us for the next part, where we will undertake to
create some armies of the 9th Age and battle it out
over several scenarios to get an actual feel for the
game. We will cover:
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The Dwarf Grudge Buster
Article by Baranovich
I am not much of a major scratch builder, or
converter. I do however like to do smaller parts
swaps and kit bashes. After building several full-size
28mm fantasy armies, I deliberately accumulated
left-over parts from every single sprue I used. These
parts are always useful for putting on a model here or
there when working on a new project.

And then I realized that I even had the Grudge
Buster’s hull all this time! I bought a resin Roman
merchant ship way back in 2015 and never got around
to building it. I even had in my collection of gathered
materials a large foam egg that I instantly realized was
going to be the ship’s balloon!
When I dove into my boxes of dwarven bits, my
excitement grew. I had a multitude of shields,
weapons, tools, telescopes, an old giant observatory
piece from an old GW terrain kit, banners, even a
spare organ gun barrel from an old dwarf cannon set.

For my 9th Age Dwarven Holds army I managed to
build pretty much every single unit in the army book
with the exception of one: The mighty Grudge Buster
Airship. I was quite certain that at first that I would
have to buy a model from one of the many companies
producing the Grudge Buster.

Suddenly realizing that I actually had every single
thing I needed to build my own Grudge Buster I
immediately laid everything out.

But then I thought: Wait a minute - take a look and
see what dwarven parts are in the bits box! After all,
I had no less than three large boxes filled with sprues
containing all kinds of stuff.
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When I saw all of this out in front of me the project
practically led itself. I spray primed everything and
set about painting all the bits and adding proper
texture to the balloon.
It was clear to me how each bit was going to be used
and how it fit the vision I had for the Grudge Buster –
A cramped, packed, creaking, steaming, floating ship
suitable for a 9th Age Dwarven Hold!
The only major technical bit of engineering I had to
work out was properly weighting the base so that the
model was balanced and didn’t tip over. A pile of craft
glass painted to look like a mountain top was plenty
of weight to keep the model upright.
The ship’s “steam engine” was accomplished by
taking the observatory part and turning it vertical and
gluing it straight onto the deck of the ship. A nice
copper colour followed by some grimy washes made
for a perfect dwarven steam engine.
The construction of the Grudge Buster was amazingly
fun because the bits were what made the project
possible. Painting everything was merely leg work.
The main challenge I had was an engineering one:
working out how to attach the balloon to the ship and
connect the steam engine to the balloon to make it
look like it could actually work mechanically.
In the end, I used a large piece of wooden dowel to
secure the back of the balloon. It was attached from
the engine and painted copper to match the burner.
This worked perfectly in supporting the weight of the
foam egg balloon. Lastly, some pieces of cut copper
rod served as the tethers that connected the airbag
to the ship’s deck.
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In the end I was thrilled with how my mighty dwarf
airship turned out! And it was a project that shows
how sometimes you’ve got more stored away in your
closet than you realize. I am much happier with a
dwarf airship that is my own design and my own
creation than if I had just gone out and bought one.
Plus, it saved a huge amount of money that I now
could use for other models!
When you are setting out to building your own
fantasy army, always take care to look around you at
the things you may have hidden away. You will
discover that it is quite possible you have enough
ordinary craft things laying around combined with left
over model parts to make a surprising number of kitbashes, conversions, unit fillers or even complete
models.
Lesson for today – don’t throw away your bits! Happy
modelling my friends.
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Dan T’s Tactics: Back to Basics
Article by Dan T

I have put together a few sentences about some things which I feel are basic tactics when it comes to your games
of 9th age. This will be and intuition for some and hopefully useful for others.
Matching Units

In general, particularly when learning, my advice
would be to be slightly conservative, except in
relatively risk-free cases. This ties into "not giving
anything away" and should stop the games feeling
like a whitewash, even if you still lose them in the end.
Risk management is a huge topic all of its own, but if
you can just start trying to see your decisions in this
way, I am sure you will start to figure a lot of it out for
yourself.

Try to get a rough idea which of your units beat which
of your opponents’ units. An important thing to think
about is not just who wins, but whether the loser is
likely to break on the first round. Plus, also get a feel
for whether charging and/or buffs swing the combat
significantly.
This is most easily done if you have your opponents
list in advance and by doing the maths explicitly. If
you don't have your opponents list in advance, you
can always ask for it and do this exercise after the
game, that way you will start to get a rough idea of
your units’ capabilities vs other units. If doing the
maths is an issue, then you can either get this from
experience (playing lots of games) or just pitting two
units against each other in your spare time and
explicitly rolling the dice lots of times.

Don't be Greedy – Especially in the Magic Phase
This is sort of a corollary to risk management basics
and giving nothing away. I have a basic rule of thumb
for the magic phase, when deciding how many dice to
use to cast or dispel. Assume the first dice you roll
gets a "3", the second a "2", the third a "3" and the
fourth a "2". So, if you need a 4 or higher on the dice,
roll 2. If you need a 6 or higher, roll 3 dice. If you need
a 9 or higher, roll 4 dice. The actual rule I go by is
slightly more mathematical: look for the point on the
probability curve where your chances of success go
above 80%. But the "2 and 3" rule captures it quite
well. Of course, like any rule, it should be broken, but
one thing at a time...

Don't Give Anything Away
Don't charge into a fight that you are pretty certain to
lose just because you don't know what to do or think
your opponent will charge you next turn anyway.
Don't use a unit to block an enemy for a turn
(chaffing) if you don't need to. Flee if you think your
unit can get to safety and have a chance to rally and
fight another day. I.e. make your opponent work for
everything they get.

Target priority basics (links to matching units)
Two questions to ask when choosing where to put
you magic and shooting damage:
(A) how much damage will it do?

Risk Management Basics

(B) How important is it to do that damage?

Risk management is the fundamental skill of the
game. Again, one can approach this by doing the
maths, looking at the tables available on this
forum/elsewhere, or simply playing a lot of games.
Basically, one should ask the question "If I do action
A, what is the payoff if it works, what is the problem
if it fails, and what are the probabilities of the two
outcomes."

For example, your enemy might have an infantry unit
that is very vulnerable to your mortar, but is out of
position, so maybe is lower priority than a unit that
the mortar will do less damage to but is in a critical
position. The link to matching units comes from
asking the question: How much damage do I need to
do to enemy unit X, such that my unit Y now beats it,
where previously it didn't? This can help dictate your
target priority.
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Equally, if there is a unit that you are really going to
struggle to stop in combat, you either need to focus
all your firepower on it, or accept that it will get to
munch on several of your units and try to focus on the
rest of the opposing army. This choice is starting to
move us into more advanced things though.

to-not-completely-die-or-run-away-in-the-firstround-of-combat enemy unit when your opponent
has units available to counter charge is likely to be
very bad for you. Therefore, these are the situations
that you need to start recognising. Kudos to you if you
can start setting them up for your enemy to fall into,
but at least initially one can at least focus on trying
not to get into these situations.

Keeping the Battleline Together
Exactly as it says on the tin. Most armies (not all) work
best when the elements mutually support each other.
This means staying inside the General and BSB
bubble. It also means having your main units
supporting each other. If an enemy charges one of
your units and doesn't go through it on the charge,
your other units are available and looking in the right
direction to counter charge. Also, think about things
like your spell ranges when moving your
units/wizards: can you buff/the units that you need
to? This brings me to the next thing.

If you plan on rolling average, your plan will fail half
the time
If you make 10 plays with a 90% success rate, you
should expect to fail at least one of them, even
though each of them has a 90% success rate.
So, always pay attention to:
(A) What is the risk?
(B) Can I mitigate it/do I need to take that risk?
(C) How bad is it if it goes wrong?

Free Information

(D) How big is the payoff if it goes right?

T9a is a game of free information. Distances and arcs
are all free information, available to any player at any
time. Don't measure things at random of course, but
never be shy to check distances or arcs rather than
eyeballing them. The information is yours, use it.

A lot of good play, certainly at the "details" level,
corresponds to simultaneously reducing the chances
that something goes wrong, reducing how big the
effect is when it goes wrong, and maximising the
payoff that results if the dice favour you.

Good vs bad situations:

If you seem to regularly lose games because an
unlikely event happens, apply the "look elsewhere"
principle: try to look for all the times where things
could have gone wrong and didn't.

There are basic situations that occur on the battlefield
that are fundamentally advantageous to one player
or another. For example, charging someone in the
flank or rear (as opposed to the front) can often make
a significant difference to who the combat favours.
Being blocked by an enemy unit, such that you can
charge and kill it, but will then get battered by one or
more enemy units, is fundamentally a bad position to
be in. Charging into a stubborn, unbreakable or likely-

In line with the above, if you can find 10 instances
where your opponent had a 10% chance to win big,
then the fact that you lost due to a failed dice roll that
had a 90% chance of going your way isn't bad luck, it
is average luck.
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Nørdcon: Tabletop 2019
Article by Tony Hale
Casting an eye on the tournament forum, we were swayed by the promises of a Mr Henry P Miller, a chap whose
reputation is spotless and a renowned tournament lush… player - I meant player!
So what swayed us to leave the UK and brave the
rainy climes of Denmark, a place where our
understanding of the native language is non-existent
and where, oddly, it’s difficult to buy decent
bacon? Well, apart from the silver tongue of Mr
Miller, the tournament pack appealed to us. New
scenarios and a heavy soft score bias sounded fun and
different to the normal UK tournament 9th Age
scene.

So that was that. It was Friday and we were in ‘sunny’
Copenhagen with a weekend’s gaming ahead! It was
time to meet up with Henry, set up the tables and
have a ‘small’ drink (and then maybe another one or
two… and perhaps a couple of whiskies after that.)
Saturday was on and it was Nørdcon! What was
different? The quality of spoken English was better
than at home and the gaming rounds were a bit
longer, so play became more relaxed and, best of all,
there was a hall of armies which we hadn’t seen
before.

With the decision made it, was time to look to the
logistics. Accommodation was easily organised
through Airbnb. The journey was a quick and
affordable hop from Luton airport to Copenhagen
which, for us, was a shorter than a trip to Cardiff,
Stockport or Stirling! However, this did lead to indepth planning and preparation for transporting our
armies as hand luggage. Paul chose an army which
easily fitted into his hand luggage allocation and, with
similar intent, I threw some extra bubble wrap into
my trusty plastic box and prepared for the questions
at security, which, to both of our surprise, didn’t
come.

I had a strong Saturday by losing all my games
horrendously thanks to having no practice and no real
idea. Paul embarrassed himself by doing well,
winning games and generally being pleasant, sporting
and competitive, hopefully a trend he will not be
replicating in the UK!
Another early night was called for and therefore a trip
to the Scottish and Irish bars with a band and beer
and vodka and pulling some shapes on the dance
floor… so much for that early night.
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For some reason, we struggled to get to the
tournament on time and arrived a little late. With a
couple of dropouts from the previous day, this led to
a couple of games being re-paired resulting in me
jumping up nineteen tables to receive another
pasting from one of the tournament leaders. Given
my poor performance on the bottom tables, it was
only a matter of time before I got another solid
kicking - I’d lost big against much worse players than
him!
Best painted was by invitation and was decided by
player vote. I was pleased to finally be competitive.
Going into my game five and, somehow, I was not on
the bottom table. I even got a win to finish the event,
doubling my points score!
So, what did we learn? The different scenarios led to
fun games, giving a different feel to the norm we were
used to. Soft scores could drastically make or break
your final placing. Best of all though, it was great to
play against new opponents and new armies in a
different environment. Memories were made, fun
times were had, and I can only recommend travelling
to other countries to sample the tournament scene!
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